Arizona Chapter Report
2010

Membership:
25

Carry Forward from 2010:
$541.28

Additional Expenses by the director:
$14.40

Presentations by director:
What a Place for a Lookout Tower. Malpais Kiwanis

Publications by director:
Murder on Red Butte Lookout, Kaibab National Forest, Arizona
Lookout Network Vol. 21 NO 1 Spring 2010.

What a Place for a Lookout Tower, Baboquivari Peak, Papago Reservation

Special Lookout tours:
-I had the privilege of escorting National Chairmen Keith Argow to two fire lookouts on the
Tonto National Forest.
-Treasure and Editor Gary Weber visited Flagstaff and we had a nice discussion.
-Provided information on fire lookout trees and tree towers of the Grand Canyon to Bob
Audretsch, who is writing a book on the CCC men of Arizona.
- Conducted research with the Kaibab NF archeologist on lag bolt fire lookout trees.

No Lookouts added to the NHLR:

Goals for 2010:
Complete NHLR Nominations for the remaining three Arizona lookouts.
Assist Bob Schiowitz, Gila NF, New Mexico in listing several NHLR nominations.
Assist the Kaibab and Prescott NF in training lookouts

Dave Lorenz
Arizona Director